TRAINING & PLACEMENT OFFICE (GENERAL) ORGANIZES DIGITAL INTERNSHIP "DIGITAL INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AT QRIUS (FORMERLY, THE INDIAN ECONOMIST)"

INTRODUCTION
Qrius (formerly, The Indian Economist) is an acclaimed digital magazine publishing high quality commentary and analysis on economics, business and technology. With over 600 contributors from 30 countries they publish the best in global analysis each day. Their content includes the World Economic Forum and the Harvard Economics Review.

INTERNSHIP
Applications are invited for the renowned Analyst Program. This is a 4-week online internship program that students traditionally take during this normal academic session as the workload is relatively lower. Students typically give an hour or two to the program each day. Over the years, this program has become very popular, and students from more than 14 countries have participated in it.

Read more about working at Qrius here: Why work at Qrius?
Job Description: Marketing Analyst Job Description

Location: Digital. Individuals from any location are welcome to work since the internship is online.

Application Procedure: Fill in this Application Form

Application Deadline: 7th September for Cycle 1 & 14th September for Cycle 2. Students can apply for either cycle

Courses: Students from all courses are welcome to apply

For any Queries Contact Our Office +91-9219999722
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